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gor and state police. No arrests were
made.
Funeral services for W'ilson were held
Tut.-day afternoon at his home in Massa-
ass -
Il s. a very popular member of his
cla,s. Ile played on the freshman football
team, and was a candidate for a position
on the baseball nine. He was a pledge to
Lantbda Chi Alpha fraternity.
FIFTH FOREIGN MOVIE IS
PRESENTED AT STRAND
..-....radschaft' Is on Program for
Lnight; German Production
Has English Titles
Strand Theatre in Orono will pre-
a I Ileradschaft" (Comradeship) to-
the fifth in the series of foreign
which are being brought to
This is a German production
- ,tperimposl English titles, making
ieign dialogue no obstacle to com-
snderstanding without knowledge of
,ssuage. It will he screened at 3:15
.itsl 8:15 P.M.
- picture was awarded the Gold
by the London Faculty of Arts for
the finest picture of the year 1931.
Pabst, its director, has produced
sutstanding German films in the
anil talking picture era. He dis-
'I the acting ability of Greta Garbo
in streets of Sorrow," a film of post-
Isar Germany, unemployment, and revolu-
t
"Kameradschaft" is based on the mine
dsaster of Courriercs in 1906, in which
the lives of 1400 French miners were lost,
lcrt hy setting it in the year 1919, in a
Franco-German border mining village,
ralst has given it a modern and inter-
17 sional signiticace. The story attenmpts
to prove that political boudarics are pure-
artificial and contrary to nature. and
.'lops the idea of comradeship in work.
.1 its depiction of a state of suppressed
ir,"Karnaradschaft" is equalled only
"Potemkin," and like "rotemkin," it
ends on a note of jubilation. The
sire contains a large amount of French
tue as well as German, thus appeal-
to large audiences.
nk Porter's Orchestra To
Hay for Junior Promenade
he Junior Prom Committee announced
• 'erday that I.ink Porter and his or-
tea of Portland will play jor the an-
- junior prom, which promises to be
Toust outstanding social event of the
s. next Friday evening in Alumni Hall.
i -ter' s orchestra has proved itself the
rsest attraction that has yet played at
l•er Gardens,
mkets are now on sale for the (lance.
it will last from eight o'clock until
The price of the tickets this year
be $330 including Federal tax. The
Perms for the affair will be Captain
Ii%gh Wear and Major S. S. Eberle.
The junior prom committee in charge
sf the affair consists of: Arthur Hoyt.
ciss-man : Roger Hefler, R. Francis Pas-
"' . I )(maid T. Green, and Gerald
Perkins.
.% Strand Tickets
f hrough Senate
Members Tbe
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FRESHMAN IS KILLED
INSTANTLY WHEN HIT
FROM BEHIND BY CAR
Carlton Wilson Was Popular
kthlete of Class; Joseph
Galbraith Injured
eton 0. Wilson. 19, of Medford
lc, Mass., of the freshman class,
-tautly killed last Saturday evening
lie was struck from behind by an
late operated by Alfred M. Burr,
s I Town, at about eight oklock.
Galbraith, another freshman, who
,lking with Wilson and two other
. ;ordon Stuart and Leonard Shaw,
soinfully injured when hit by the
,ar.
e four boys were walking in pairs
concrete highway in the direction
,no when the accident occurred.
Vi si and Galbraith were on the outside.
car, whose driver reported that he
INZI, blinded by the lights of an approach-
ins %chicle, first struck Galbraith, tossing
him into the ditch. It then hit Wilson,
carrying him a distance of 70 feet. He is
helieted to have died instantly of a frac-
tured skull.
lir. Tomlinson, of Orono, was called to
the scene. He ordered Wilson's body re-
moved to Bangor, and Galbraith was ta-
ken to the Beta Theta Pi house, to which
he is a pledge. His injuries consist of
Masque Will Give 'As You Desire JAMES MORELAND IS
Me' As Junior Week Production CHOSEN SPEAKER ON
JUNIOR WEEK SLATEErnestine Merrill, retiring president of
the Masque, will appear in her last
Masque role as The Strange Lady in
Pirandello's As You Desire Me, which is
to be presented next Thursday evening
as the concluding play of the season.
The award of the leading role in this
powerful Italian drama to Miss Merrill
comes as a fitting climax to an outstand-
ing record, which has included leads in
She Stoops To Conquer. Holiday, and As
Husbands Go. As the Pirandello heroine,
she has an unusual opportunity to demon-
strate her recognized acting abilities.
The theme of the play is a challenging
one. "Being is nothing; being is becom-
ing." says the Strange Lady; and upon
this thesis Pirandello has constructed his
masterful and subtly moving play. Al-
though one has descended to the dregs
of society one can voluntarily construct
for himself a new personality, build up a
noble, inspiring life. This the Strange
Lady does, and so powerful is her trans-
formation, that in the face of the uncer-
tainty of others, she can cling to her own
convictions, and in spite of their doubt,
believe in herself.
The cast for the play is: The Strange
Lady, Ernestine Merrill; Carl Salter, ;
Elston Ingalls; Mop, his daughter, Ruth
Harding; Bruno Pieri, Edward Little;
ERNEsTINF
Boffi. Harold Barrett; Aunt Lena, Pau-
line Harmon; Uncle Salesio, John Wil-
ley; Inez Masperi. Lora Brown; Silvio
Nfasperi, Alfred Sweeney; Barbara, Bes-
sie Gray; The Demented Lady, Barbara
Sawyer;. A Doctor, William Butler; and
A Nurse. Eleanor Hill.
NEW CAMPUS BOARD D MARTIN TO BE, E. . severe ta)cruciidseesntonwahsisiniesgwsstaignadtendlitZ cuts.Ban-
BEGINS PUBLICATION HONOR DAY SPEAKER being that a laRt"e uf eleeY student and
Annual Assembly To Take
Place in Alumni Hall on
Friday, May 5
Records of Members of Old
Staff Show Participation
In Many Activities
With this issue of the Campus, the new
staff, elected at the annual meeting held
last Friday noon, turns out its first work.
Roger Hefler, '34, was re-elected to the
position of business manager, Stanwood
R. Searles, '34, to the position of adver-
tising manager, and Robert Berg, '34, to
the position of sports editor. James E.
DeCourcy, '34, was re-elected editor-in-
chief.
Fern E. Allen, '34, was elected associ-
ate editor to succeed M. Josephine Ninny,
who served in that capacity for the past
year. She was a member of the Campus
board during her entire four years in col-
lege. This year she was captain of the
girls' rifle team. She is a member of Phi
Sigma, was a Sophomore Eagle, and is a
member of Phi Mu sorority.
Philip G. Pendell, '35, was elected to
the position of managing editor, replacing
Sherwin L. Stanley .'33. who has served
in that position during the past year, and
has been responsible for placing the make-
up of the Campus on a high journalistic
standard. Stanley is secretary-treasurer
of Kappa Gamma Phi, honorary journal-
istic society, is vice-president of Kappa
Delta Pi, honorary educational society, a
member of Kappa Phi Kappa, honorary
educational society, a member of the Uni-
versity Orchestra. of the Mathematics
Club. and of the Tennis Club.
Ruth M. Libby. '35, was elected wo-
men's new' editor. replacing Doll's A.
(Continued on Page Two)
Campus Calendar
Friday, April 28
1:00 P.NI. Campus meeting, Campus
office
1:00 P.M. Compulsory meeting of '36,
'35, '34 women, 30 Coburn
Hall
6:45 P.M. Campus broadcast. Station
WLBZ
7:30 P.M. Finals in Prize Speaking
Contest. Alumni Hall
Saturday, April 29
1:30 P.M. Track meet. Maine vs.
Springfield and Froth vs.
Portland
Tuesday, May 2
1:00 P.M. Freshman meeting, Camper
office
7:30 P.M. Post Prandial Club
Pi Phi Cabin
Wednesday, May 3
9:30-1(1:3(1 A. M. Assembly. Speaker,
Everett Dean Martin, Yale
Divinity School, Alumni
6:45 P.M. M.C_A. Cabinet meeting.
M.C.A.
Thursday, May 4
8:00 P NI. Nlasque play
Friday, May 5
11:00 A.M. Junior Week Assembly
8:00 P.M. Junior Prom
I.ink Porter's orchestra
Authority on Education, Soci-
ology, Psychology Will
Speak Wednesday
One of the great occasions of the year
will be the observance of Scholarship
Recognition Day at assembly on Wedruss-
day. May 3rd. As usual, the faculty will
be seated at the front of the hall, art4
seats will also be reserved there for senior
students of honor grade. The honors will
be announced by President Harold S.
Boardman.
The speaker of the day will be Everett
Dean Martin, B.A., Litt.D., for fifteen
years director of the famous Cooper Union
Forum, New York. An eminent author-
ity on education, sociology, and psychol-
ogy, Dr. Martin has established a na-
tional reputation as a speaker on these
subjects, and is the writer of several not-
able books, including The Behavior of
Crowds. The Mystery of Religion, Psy-
chology and its Uses, and The Meaning
of a Liberal Education. His most recent
book is Civilizing Ourselves. It is sig-
nificant that books by him are being used
by four departments of the University.
Dr. Martin has the faculty of being
not only enlightening, but highly inter-
esting and stimulating. His subject here
will be, "What is an Educated Person?"
All Me. Women Giving
Annual Pageant June 9
Following tic iii 1 the past seven
years, the All Maine ‘Vomen will pre-
sent their annual pageant following the
Class Day exercises on Friday, June 9.
"Love and the Princess," an allegorical
masque, has been chosen for this year's
presentation. In selecting it, the All
Maine Women are complying with re-
quests to repeat the pageant which was so
popularly received in 1928.
"Isise and the Princess" was written
by Mrs. Marcia Bailey, who will also'
coach the production, assuring the audi-
ence of a finished and artistic perform-
ance. A hint of the appeal of the masque
(Consumed on Page Three)
James Moreland, instructor in the De-
partment of English, will be the speaker
on the Junior Week program this year
according to an announcement made this
week by Kenneth Aldrich, chairman of
the junior week committee. Mr. More-
land. one of the most popular men on the
faculty, came to the University of Maine
front Kentucky in the fall of 1930. Be-
fore he accepted his position at Maine, he
served for eight years as Registrar of
Georgetown College, Kentucky.
Junior Week begins next Thursday
evening with the presentation of "As You
Desire Me" by the Maine Masque, with
Ernestine Merrill playing the title role.
Juniors will be excused from classes on
Friday and the day's activities will begin
with the annual junior week assembly on
Friday morning. Philip Parsons, presi-
dent of the Class of 1934, will be chairman
of the assembly, which will be opened by
a prayer by W. Lee Stone. class chaplain.
Parsons will then speak, followed by Mr.
Moreland.
During the day the "1934 Prism" will
be issued to members of the junior class,
and possibly to all those who have placed
their orders. The book has several new
features this year, the most outstanding
faculty member, with a f w exceptions.
will appear. The book also has the most
complete sports section of any of its pred-
ecessors.
The usual junior week treasure hunt
will be cancelled this year, because in the
opinion of the conimittee in charge, treas-
ure hunts in the past have not been entire-
ly satisfactory.
In the evening the annual Junior Prom,
the most outstanding social event of the
year, will take place in Alumni Hall with
the music for the affair being furnished
by Link Porter and his orchestra from
Portland.
The committee in charge of arrange-
ments and the program for Junior Week
this year consists of Kenneth Aldrich,
chairman, Rita Stone, Frederick Black.
Charles Prinn, and Charles Sinclair.
ANNUAL PRIZE SPEAKING
CONTEST STARTS FRIDAY
Seventy-five Speakers from Thirty
High Schools and Academies
Will Be Here Tomorrow
The annual University of Maine Prize
Speaking Contest will swing into action
at 2:30 P.M. tomorrow afternoon when
seventy-five speakers representing thirty
high schools from all over the state give
orations, serious, humorous, declamatory
and extemporaneous. Individual prizes
of $7.50 and $3.00 will be awarded in each
division.
The speaking will be held in various
halls I ni campus, Stevens, Aubert, Win-
gate. and Coburn. At 7:30 P.M. in the
evening the finals will be staged in Alumni
Hall. There will be four finalists in the
serious, humorous, and declamation di-
visions. and three finalists in the extem-
poraneous section. Winners of first and
second places in the serious and humor-
ous divisions, and first place winners in
the declamations and extemporaneous
speeches will give their selections over
WI.BZ Saturday morning at 10:15 A.M.
First and second place winners will also
receive invitations to participate in the
National Contest May 8 to 11 at Wooster,
(Continued on Page Four)
Senior Class To Vote by Ballot on Two
Proposed Plans for Securing Class Gift
Recently the Senior Class held a meet-
ing in regard to the method to be used
in financing a gift to the University at
the time of the 25th reunion. Two plans
were submitted for the consideration of
the members, hut due to the lack of time
and sufficient data no definite action was
taken. It was suggested that the two
proposed plans be published in the Cam-
/ in order that the members who were
not in attendance at the meeting might
read and understand them.
The two plans are as follows:
The Insurance Plan:
The class shall purchase a single premi-
um 25 year endowment insurance policy
with a face value of $1000 written on the
Ounorest member of the class and payable
to the University on the 25th reunion of
the class of 1933. This policy will cost
the class approximately $560.50, assuming
survival of the person upon whom the
policy is written and average dividends
left on deposit with the company, the in-
surance company will turn over to the
University approximately $1360.92 at the
end of 25 years. The yield on this invest-
ment is between Ws% and 4%. In case
of death of the individual upon whom the
policy is written within the period, $1000,
the face amount of the policy, will be paid
(Continued on Page Two)
JACK DEMPSEY, FORMER
HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMP,
GIVES STUDENTS ADVICE
Max Schmeling Initiated
Into Der Deutscher Verein
Max Sc-lunching, former heavyweight
boxing champion of the world, was initi-
ated into Der Deutsche Verein, honorary
German society, Tuesday night in Ban-
gor, by Arne Menton, president of the
club. After the formal initiation, he was
presented with the club's shingle.
Schmelling, a native of Germany. was
originally scheduled to address the stu-
dent body of the University, Tuesday
afternoon, under the auspices of the Ger-
man society, but due to his training pro-
gram he was unable to appear.
ACTRESS SCORES HIT
IN CHAPEL PROGRAM
Frances Homer Entertains
With Characterizations
Twice on Monday
Miss Frances [hinter, talented New
York actress and creative artist, enter-
tained a large chapel audience Monday
morning with a group of character por-
trayals.
Miss Homer first gave a sketch en-
titled "Sunday Morning," an interpreta-
tion of the efficient teacher of a Sunday
school class in an Episcopal parish house.
Her next character was a woman of the
streets who enters a cathedral to learn to
pray that she may keep her baby, and
finds that her unvoiced prayer is an-
swered. An American school teacher in
a Parisian night club furnished an ele-
ment of comedy in the third sketch. The
last. "Mayflower." was a characterization
of three generations of wonten who sought
adventure, beginning with the woman of
1849 who drove a covered wagon west-
ward and closing with her great-grand-
daughter, who finds adventure in aviation.
Monday evening Miss Homer appeared
in Alumni Hall under the auspices of the
Women's Athletic Associatiqn in a pro-
gram entitled "Ladies of Destiny." This
time Miss Homer presented characteriza-
tions of famous women who have played
a large part in the shaping of the lives
of tuned men of history. Cleopatra, Nell
Gwynne. Queen Isabella of Spain, Em-
press Josephine, I.ady Ilamilton, and
Mary Fitton were the characters selected
for dramatization.
President Approves
New Rushing System
President Harold S. Boardman official-
ly approved the deferred rushing plan,
passed by the Interfraternity Ginned at
its last meeting, on Tuesday of this week
in a letter to John F. Wilson, president of
the Student Senate, of which the Inter-
fraternity Council is a committee.
Appearance Sponsored
By Der Deutscher
Verein
"Pick the place to which you want to
go and get there." Such were the words
of advice offered to Maine students by
Jack Dempsey, former heavyweight box-
ing champion of the world, when he ap-
peared before the student body at Alum-
ni Hall on Tuesday afternoon.
Dempsey appeared before the students
in company with Joe Jacobs, manager of
Max Schmelling, and one of the most
colorful figures in the fistic world. The
appearance of the famous fighter was
sponsored by the honorary German soci-
ety, Deutscher Verein.
In discussing the advantages of a col-
lege education. Dempsey said that at the
very outset of their college course young
men and women should select a definite
goal, and once started on their way to
their chosen objective, they should let
nothing interfere with their progress.
After his talk on this subject, he an-
swered many questions put to hint by
students, concerning his ring career and
leading figur6 in the boxing game.
Schmelling. who was originally sched-
uled to speak in German at an assembly
Tuesday afternoon, was unable to appear,
owing to a strenuous training program in
preparation for his exhibition matches.
THEATRE TICKETS WILL
BE SOLD FOR LOAN FUND
Student Senate and W.S.G.A. Rais-
ing Additional Loan Fund
Money on Strand Tickets
Tickets to the Strand Theatre in Orono,
good all next week, will be sold during
this week and next week, by members of
the Student Senate and the Women's
Student Government Association, in order
to raise additional nuntey, which will he
added to the loan fund now being raised
by the Senate. These tickets, good for
any performance next week, are being
sold at 304`. the regular price of theatre
tickets at the Strand.
The Strand offers an unusually good
program during next week. On Monday,
"Men Must Fight," on Tuesday, "Chris-
topher Strong," starring llollywood's
latest find. Katherine Ilepburn, on
Wednesday, "ItIondie Johnson," on
Thursday, "21),000 Years in Sing Sing,"
starring Hollywood's only natural blonde
with dark eyebrows, Bette Davis; on Fri-
day, "What No Beer?" with Buster Kea-
ton and Jimmy "Schnozzel" Durante; and
on Saturday, "Clear All Wires," with Lee
Tracy, the star of "Blessed Event,"
"Washington Merry-go-round," and "Pri-
vate Jones."
The president's 
m 
approval 
ll
of the plan Pres. Johnson, Colby,
eans that it will go into ee( t with thi
I penitrg of college in September, and that
freshmen will lint lie allowed tim enter any
fraternity house until the first day of the
spring semester of 1934. The penalty fur
the breaking of this rule, as set forth in
the amendment to the Interfraternity
Council Constitution published in last
week's Campus, is that freshmen who
violate it will not be allowed to join the
fraternity whose house they enter before
the fall semester of their fciurth year in
college.
The amendment provides, not only that
freshmen shall not enter any house, but
also that they "shall not attend any or-
ganized fraternity supper, party, or smok-
er on or off campus (luring this period."
Baccalaureate Speaker
President Franklin W. Johnson of Col-
by College will be the Baccalaureate
speaker foe time senior class this year, ac-
cording to an announcement made Satur-
day by President II. S. Boardman. The
address will be given at the exercises held
on Sunday. June 11, of Commencement
Week.
President Johnson has been the head of
Colby College since 1929. He has studied
at the University of Chicago, and at
Columbia University. He is a Phi Beta
Kappa. and was formerly Professor of
Education at Columbia Teachers College.
President Johnson is the author of two
books, and has had numerous articles on
MAINE REVIEW CONTAINS edts abort published in magazines.
MANY FEATURE ARTICLES
Copies 44 the latest issue of the Maine
fervieni are now on sale. The magazine
contains numerous articles by students
and faculty members. Dean Nfuilenburg
writes on "Remodelling Minerva," anti
DEBATERS LOSE, 2-1, TO
BOWDOIN BEFORE KIWANIS
The men's debating team suffered a 2-1
defeat by Bowdoin in the final debate of
Dr. William Gilliland on "Technocracy, the season held before the Bangor Ki-
an Adventure in Advertising." In arldi- wanis Club last week. The Maine team,
tion there are short stories, articles, edi- consisting of Roger Ilefler and Stanwoocl
torials, poems. and book reviews Searles. upheld the affirmative of the ques-
Copies of the magazine can be bought tion. Resolved: That the trend of coin-
from: the Book Store, Evelyn Gleason, mercial advertising as now carried on
Kenneth Foster, Agnes Crowley, or Don- tends to he detrimental to the best interest
aid Stewart. of the American public. Chandler Red-
. man and Stevhen I.ee argued the negative
Phi Mu sorority held a pledge service of the question for Bowdoin. The judges
at the M.C.A. building Monday evening. of the debate were members of the Bangor
Edith Kennard. of Bangor, was pledged. Kiwanis Club.
v
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The Freshman track team began its
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High Saturday afternoon by the score of
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gathered every first place in the field
events. in which they took 53 out of a
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The students of the Uni-
versity of Maine sincerely re-
gret the passing of Carlton
0. Wilson, '36.
Our Purpose
Once again a new editorial staff has
gone into office and become responsible
for the publication of the Campus. With
this first issue of the new staff we shall
set down the aims and purposes of the
Lompus.
The chief aim (if the Campus staff is to
produce a real newspaper, but that aim in-
cludes many smaller ones. In other words,
we must tell what, in our opinion, goes
into the making of a real newspaper.
• The first duty that we shall try to ful-
fill is that iif presenting the news of the
University as clearly, completely, impar-
tially, and truthfully as we can.
We feel that our second duty is that of
stimulating student interest in the im-
provement of self. University, and coun-
try. By taking an honest and intelligent
stand on all issues of interest to the men
and women of the University. we hope to
he able to make the University better for
having had the Campus for another year.
Our third duty. we feel, is to interest
and amuse. This we hope to do through
the publication of feature stories and side-
lights.
Realizing that the greatest room in the
world is room for improvement, and that
the Campus is the students' paper, the
staff will welcome criticisms and contri-
butions at all times.
A Change Is Needed
I:et aunt' the candidates for 1,tlices in the
Women's Student Governmem Associa-
tion and the Women's Athletic Associa-
timan did nit receive a majority of the votes
cat, It will be necessary to have another
election t.invirrow. That means extra
work, extra time, and extra money for
priming. And in the final election it is
very likely that the persons who had the
mgh not a majority, will be
elected. All of which seems to point to
the fact that there is something wrong
with the manner in which these elections
are run.
Nominations for these positions are
male by a nominating committee consist-
ing of representatives from each class. So
either one of two things could be done to
avoid another double election. Either the
clause in the c.ostitution, which requires
that candidates must have a majority of
votes cast in order to be elected. should be
cut nut. or else the it committee
should have a series of eliminations of its
own with the result that only two names
would be on the
Buy Theatre Tickets
I hat the need of funds to be loaned to
students is great there can be no doubt.
It is for this reason that the Student
Senate and 1Vomen's Student Govern-
ment are now carrying on a drive to raise
money for this purpose.
One of the projects in that drive is the
selling of tickets to the Strand Theatre in
Orono. These tickets. to he sold for 30e.
will be good for any performance next
week. Elsewhere in this issue there ap-
pears a schedule of the pictures on next
week's program. In fairness to your fel-
low students and in fairness to Mr. A. L.
Goldsmith, manager of the Strand Thea-
tre. through whose willing cooperation
this part of the drive is being carried on,
make an effort when going to the theatre
next week to attend the Strand and to
buy your ticket, at the regular price, from
either your Student Senate or Women's
Student Government representative.
Vote
Student voting on the winner of the
Washington Alumni Watch takes place
Beat Deering High
The summary:
100 yard dash: Won by Huff (M);
second, Casavola ( I.)) ; third, Dowd (M).
Time, 10;i seconds.
220 yard dash: Won by Huff (M ) ;
second, Casavola (D); third, Dowd (M).
Time, 23-5 seconds.
440 yard dash: Won by O'Connor (M)
second, Heald ( I)) ; third, Snow (Ml.
Time, 54 seconds.
880 yard run: Won by Fuller (D);
second, Murphy (D); third, Peaslee
(M). Time, 2 minutes, 11;ti seconds.
1 mile run: Won by Bond (D); second.
Beal (M) ; third. Cain (D). Time, 4
minutes, 47 seconds.
70 yard high hurdles: Won by Allen
( I)) ; second. Collette (M); thirst, Bon-
ney (I)). Time, 10 seconds.
100 yard low hurdles: Won by Allen
(I)) ; second. Casavola (I)); third, Sar-
gent (M ). Time, 12:!.i. seconds.
Ilroad jump: Won by Roberts (M);
second. Ireland ( M I ; third, Emery (D).
iistance. 19 feet, 11 inches:
High jump: %Von by Ireland and Per-
kins. both Maine; third. Smart (I)).
Height, 5 feet, 5V, inches.
Pole vault : %Von by Ireland, Gross,
Sargent, and Thompson, all of Maine.
Height. 8 feet, 6 inches.
12 lb. shot put : Won by Collette (M):
second. Folwartshny (I));third. Thomp-
son ( M ). Distance. 49 feet. 111/4 inches.
12 lb. hammer throw: Won by Frame
(M ) : second, Eta wartshny (D); third.
Sidelinger MI. Distance. 154 feet, 71/4
inches.
Discus throw: Won by Sidelinger
\I ) ; second. Thompson (M ) ; third,
Folwartshny (D). Distance, 110 feet,
51/4 inches.
Javelin throw: %Von by Roberts (M):
second, Frame (MI; third, Scerota (D).
Distance. 156 feet, 2 inches.
Paul Robbins '34 Is Elected
President of Tennis Club
Paul L. Robbins was elected Tennis
Club president for 1933 at the first spring
meeting of that organization held in the
M.C.A. building Tuesday night. Ap-
proximately thirty students attended the
meeting, at which the final plans for the
Curtis Cup Tournament were announced.
Other officers elected were : vice-presi-
dent, William Butler; secretary-treasurer.
Stanwood Searles: manager, Parker
Frost.
The Curtis Cup TI (Imminent, so named
since Faculty Manager of Athletics Ted
Curtis has donated a trophy cup to the
tournament winner. will commence early
next week. All entries, accompanied by
fifty cents Club dues, must be in before
May 1. Drawings will be made on that
day. To register for the tournament, see
Coach Small. 250 Stevens hall, Ted
Curtis, Alu lllll i }hi!. or Stanvoiod
Searles. Beta Theta Pi. The tournament
is open to everyone. Entrants will receive
P. T. credit.
Five varsity matches have been ar-
ranged. among Bates, Colby. and Bow-
&m. the first otie at Lewiston a week
front 6 slay. A picked varsity squad has
been practicing regularly, while two jun-
ior varsity matches have been arranged
for players not mitt the regular team. The
University courts will be ready for use
at the end of the week if weather comb-
lii in, permit.
The schedule complete to date:
May 4 Bates at Lewiston
May 6 Colby at Orono
May 13 Colby at Waterville
May 20 Bowiloin at Brunswick
(tentative)
May 22 State Meet at Waters ille
JUNIOR VARSITY
May 20 Hebron at Orono 'tentative)
May 25 Fort Fairfield at Orono
nest Wednesday in Alumni Hall. 1.et us
Pause for a moment to consider what this
means.
It means that before voting we must
take into careful consideration each of
the candidates whose names were pub-
lished in last week's campHs We must
remember that we arc voting for "the
male member of the graduating class who,
in the opinion of the students and the Uni-
versity administration, has done the most I
for the University during his curriculum.-
Sec('ndly. we must consider that the
Alumni Association of Washington. 1). C.
is showing great interest in the students
of the University and in the University
itself by presenting this award each year.
and therefore it in the duty of es-cry stu-
dent of the upper three classes to vote
next Wednesday. We must remember
that this award is put up as a stimulating
force to cause students of the University
to strive to be of service to the University
while they are here. and that such service
will make them not only better citizens
but also happier persons.
So remember to vote in the election
next W'e(Inesday.
W. S. G. A. Makes Nominations;
Voting on Washington Watch
At Same Time
Nominations for the N'ictoria Weeks
Hacker Watch, presented annually by the
Portland Club of University of Maine
Women to the Vii(111113.11 member of the
graduating class who, in the opinion of
the students and the University adminis-
tration, has done the most for the Univer-
sity during her curriculum, were made
at the last meeting of the Women's Stu-
dent Government.
Elections for the winner of this award
as well as for the Washington Alumni
%Vatch will be held in conjunction with
the Athletic Association elections on
Wednesday, May 3, in Alumni Hall. It
is necessary that fifty per cent of the
members of the upper three classes vote
in this election.
The women nominated are: Elizabeth
Barrows, Ruth Callaghan, Marian Dick-
son, Blanche Henry, Marjorie Moulton.
Josephine Mutts'. Grace Quarrington, and
Martha Smith.
SIX MAINE STUDENTS
IN WRITING CONTEST
The competitors from the University
of Maine in the intercollegiate competi-
tion in writing sponsored each year by this
University and the Universities of New
Hampshire and Vermont, have been an-
nounced by Dr. Morton Turner of the
English department. Compositions in the
essay, poetry, and the short story have
been entered.
The contestants from the University
are Frances A. Busse, William J. Man-
tling, Carl Bottume in the ivietry contest;
Luthera H. Burton and Carl Bottume in
the short story contest ; and Miss Burton,
Hope Coffin, and Carl W. Pickering in
the essay contest.
The judges in the contest will rate each
contribution, giving five points to first
place selections, three points to second
place selections, and two points to third
place selections. The winner in each class
will receive a cash prize of $25, second
place will be awarded cash prize of $15,
and third place winners will get $111 each
in each of the divisions.
Fellowship Church
Sunday, April 30
Service of Worship and Preaching at
10:30 A.M. Dr. Charles M. Sharpe will
speak upon the theme: "Shall the Ten
Commandments Be Repealed?"
All are cordially invited.
Methodist Episcopal Church
Sunday, April 30
\hinting Worship at 10:30 with ser-
mon by the pastor on the subject : "See-
ing Eye to Eye." Adult Vested Choir.
The Student Forum will hold an open
meeting in the Church Auditorium be-
ginning at 7:30. This will be "Music
Night- w lot a program arranged by the
chairman m af the music ciimmittee. Miss
Shirley Young. There will he a ten
minute talk by Miss Marjorie Griffin
dealing with "Harmony in the Christian
1.iie." A welcome is extended to all.
New Campus Board Begins
Publication
(CoNtinutd from Page One)
Hutchinson-. '33, who has served in that
capacity during the past year. Miss
Ifutchinson is a member of the Women's
Student Government Association, of Beta
Pi Theta, of the Contributors' Club, of the
Women's Rifle Team, of Neai Nfathetai,
ainl has been a member of the Y.W.C.A.
cabinet.
Cynthia hi Vasgatt, '35, was elected
society editor, replacing Evelyn M. Glea-
son. '33. Miss Gleason is a member of
Phi Beta Kappa, served (in the Prism
Is .aril last year, is a member of Phi Kappa
Phi, has been a member of the Girls' Rifle
Team, wan lin the freshman hockey team,
served as secretary of the Spanish Club.
is a member of the Maine Outing Club.
and was secretary of the Freshman Y.W.
C.A. cabinet.
John C. Willey. '35, was elected feature
editor succeeding Rose Snider. '33, in
that position. Miss Snider, a member of
Phi Beta Kappa and Phi Kappa Phi, is
also a member of Der Deutscher Verein,
The Panhellenic Council. and the Con-
tributors' Club. In the recent comprehen-
sive English examinations she placed first.
Burton E. Mullen, '36, was elected to
the position of men's news editor, replac-
ing Philip G. Pendell, who was advanced
to the position of managing editilr. Wil-
bert I.. Pronovost, '35, was elected assis-
tant sports editor. He has been a star
reporter on the ('am pus during the past
year
The complete staff is : editor-in-chief,
James E. DeCourcy ; associate editor,
Fern E. Allen: managing editor, Philip
G. Pendell : men's news editor. Burton E.
Mullen: women's news editor. Ruth M.
Libby : sports editor, Robert Berg: as-
sistant sports editor, Wilbert Pronovost ;
society editor. Cynthia II. Wasgatt ; fea-
ture editor. John C. W'illey; business
manager. Roger H. Hefler ; advertising
manager. Stanwood R. Searles; and cir-
,n'ating manager. Gerald Slosberg.
The University of Maine freshman
baseball team will open its 1933 season
Friday afternoon when they meet Caribou
High School mitt Alumni Field.
For the-Maine coach, the game resolves
itself more into a practice scrimmage in
which he can get a more accurate con-
ception of the worth of the individual
player, than a regular contest. The more
promising men have already been handed
out uniforms and Kenyon is frankly de-
sirous of obtaining a better idea of their
ability wider fire. The frost' mentor is
yet undecided over who will do most of
the pitching, and the third and first base
positions have been both left open for
some permanent choice.
Kenyon has a wealth of pitchers in
Golobski, Wakely, Jordan, Johnstone,
Meyers, Alley, Dunlevy, and NfcAlary.
from which to select his moundsmen for
the Caribou game. I.ittlehale. Pruett, and
Boardman will probably take turns with
the catching.
At first base, it is at present a foss up
between Don Brown and Sidelinger, both
from South Portland, but Kenyon thinks
he may have an ace up his sleeve in tall
John Coombs of Boothbay Harbor.
Coombs will undoubtedly show his wares
against the Spudlanclers. The fight for
the keystone sack position is concentrating
about Collette, Miller, and Chute. Col-
lette well probably be the starting choice.
Fitzpatrick occupies most of the lime-
light at short but a capable understudy
has been developed in Bill Smith of Den-
nysville, a snappy performer with a good
arm. .At third base, Kenyon has been
juggling Foley and Naugler about with
the former undoubtedly on the inner track
to the job. When Foley first appeared
for practice he was listed as a first base-
man, but Bill decided it was easier to find
a new first sacker than a hot corner guar-
dian and promptly shifted him across the
diamond.
%Voodbury. Mills, Sargent, and Chute
are all listed for outfield work. With the
exception of Chute, formerly an infielder,
this quartet has had wide experience in
the outer gardens. Womlbury and Mills
are both southpaws while Chute swings
Ira an the left hand side of the plate.
In spite of the fact that Kenyon's men
wle had very little outdoor practice, they1 cutter the gaine favorites to take over
titir Aroostook rivals. Although the
ten does not shape up as a slugging ball
el the nine boasts plenty of real hitters
will contribute plenty towards vvin-
n, tg ball games. The main strength
would seem to center in the pitching de-
partment and if some of the pitchers come
through as their past reputations would
indicate, the frosh should have a really
capable corps of rnoundsmen.
llowever. Kenyon explains, high school
reputations mean almost nothing in 'col-
lege, and anything can happen in a season.
Saint John's Universalist Church
At Saint John's Universalist Church
there will he an organ recital by Albert
A. Lane at 10:15 folliiwed by morning
worship at 10:311 at which Rev. T. W.
Horsfield will preach on "When Reality
is Unveiled.- Mrs. H. T. Elmore will
be the soloist.
NOTICE
Senior canes can be bought by
communicating with any of the fol-
lowing men: Arthur Cronkright,
Beta Kappa; Alvin Jagels, S.A.E.;
F. W. Hagan, Oak Hall; Vincent
Ashton, A.T.O.
Senior Class to Vote by Ballot on
Proposed Plans for Securing Gift
I I ontsnued lvi,, Page One.,
to the class treasurer.
The Bank Plan:
The class shall invest a similar amount
of money in a reliable bank and let this
sum accumulate compound interest for a
period of 25 years. At the end of the
period. the sum deposited plus the interest
shall be presented to the University in the
form of a gift.
For example: $560.50 invested in a
bank at 3, compounded annually would
amount approximately to $1324.46; at a
rate of 4% $1494.24. The return would
be slightly greater if compounded semi-
annually.
The executive committee of the class
advocates the insurance plan on the basis
that during the present financial depres-
sion, the well known insurance companies
have remained financially intact and sol-
vent due to excellent management. They
also believe that over a 25 year period the
yield on the investment will be fully as
great by the insurance plan as by invest-
ing the fund in a supposedly stable bank.
Finally. the committee suggests a $2.00
assessment per member (to be placed on
the term bill ) in order to set up the gift
fund and take care of the student loan
assessment
Ballots will he sent to each member of
the class the first of next week on which
it is desired that each member shall vote
on the plan that he desires to see go into
effect. In this manner the consensus of
opinion of the class can he determined
and a more representative group reached
than through the usual class meeting.
NCDPUS
MEN MUST FIGHT, and the \Loia
ssa Mauler and Bull of the Pampas
did fight, and so when he became famous he finally found his way to
the University of Maine and there offered to fight anyone in the
audience. Neither Champs Corbett. Hagan, nor Bachrach offered to take the
boy on, and the freshmen did not offer to cut his hair, though two members
of the freshman class, believed to have been Louise Steeves and Phyllis Ham-
ilton allowed the former heavyweight champion of the world to sign his John
Henry on a slip of paper for them....One of the instructors in one of the
classes of the University the other day asked Charlotte Lachance if she ma-
jored in anything besides men....Secrets keep coming out about the sopho-
more-freshman world war held on the campus recently.... We now hear that
the icy depths of the refrigerators at the Phi Eta house served as a hair pre-
server for Crandall, Hoyt, Benjamin.... It was a near tragedy the other day
when Alice Sisco lost her balance on her bicycle and nearly fell off the Orono
bridge. But she didn't -And imagine the laugh when Miss Nladelene
Weeks Bunker missed her bus not long ago. A taxi chased the bus, and the
terminal phoned that she was coming. W'hen the driver of the bus saw her
a look of sheer amazement spread across his countenance for the man on the
phone had told him that a "little girl" had niissed the bus and would catch
him....Did you know that Helen Williams exchanged no dances at the Tr -
Debt formal during the past week-end? It must be love, and they say he
comes from Bowdoin.. „One of the great metropolitan dailies of Bangor came
out on Monday with much news about social doings at Maine over the week-
end. It seems that Phi Kappa had a vie party, so this swell rag from the
south of us put a head oil the story entitling it "PHI KAPPA FETE." We
know it, but why rub it in,. Gwen wants to know where Dick was the night
of the banquet And here's some real advance dope that is being printed in
this column exclusively... .Watch this column next week for the greatest
scandal of the past five years.
BETA BEATS S.A.E. FOR
BOWLING CHAMPIONSHIP
A hotly contested 5 string match, played
Monday night at the Strand Alleys in
Orono, between Sigma Alpha Epsilon
and Beta Theta Pi, for the championship
of League B, resulted in a win for the
latter, by the narrow margin of eight pins,
in the total of pin falls. A beautiful cup,
offered by the manager of the Alleys.
was the trophy. The members of the
Beta team were Capt. Sam Herrick,
Herb Lewis, James McClure, John Gil-
man, and Stan Searles. Those represent-
ing S.A.E. were Carl Pickering, Lefty
Nunn, Alvin Jagels, John AVilson, and
Rm.! McLean.
Beginning Saturday night of this week
and continuing for three weeks a special
trolley car will leave Bangor at 12:30
for Old Town.
HARDISON IS ELECTED
PRESIDENT OF ALPHA ZETA
Lewis Hardison '34 was elected presi-
dent of the local chapter of Alpha Zeta,
nati(mal hotuirary agricultural fraternity,
at a meeting held Tuesday night. Other
officers elected at the sante time, who will
hold office for the coming year are: vice-
president, Wesley Judkins; secretary,
Wayne Rich ; treasurer. Andrew Watson;
and chronicler. Philip Parsons.
Sophomores and freshmen wish-
ing to apply for editorship or bus-
ness managership on the 1935 and
1936 Prism respectively, are asked
to make application to Edward H.
Kelley, acting purchasing agent of
the University, before May 15. A
new plan of choosing the persons
to fill these positions is being con-
templated, and those wishing to ap-
ply are asked to do so readily.
Spring
Fever
SPRING FEVER? G'wan! Allyou need is the right some-
thing to cat. And here it is—
two Shredded Wheat biscuits.
Add milk or cream. Then fruit.
And go to it.
You'll soon be hitting high
again, for Shredded Wheat is
a born youth-preserver—a
VITALLY DIFFERENT food
that puts new spring in your
step.
.5!nedded Wheat is noth-
ing more or less than true
u hole wheat. Packed with
body-builders, -energy•makers
—and just the right propor-
Irbee yea tee
NIJ g•r• Tau,
ow she p•ch.s.,
yoa KNOW yea
hare Shredded
II heat.
lion of Nature's friendly regu-
lator, bran.
Eat Shredded Wheat any
way you like it—with milk
or cream., with fresh or pre-
served fruit, with butter or
poached eggs. Eat it every
day for ten days straight
(your pocketbook won't
kick). And watch this
VITALLY DIFFERENT
food take the tenrpus ter.
nuns Jebrus (spring fever,
mlad) for a long, long ride!
SHREDDED WHEAT
A product of NATIONAL BISCUIT COMPANY "Unisoda Bakers"
New y. w. c.
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New y. w. c. A. Cabinet Is
Installed __at Colvin Hall At
The new officers and Cabinet of the
1933-34 Y.W.C,A. were initiated in an
impressive ceremony held at Colvin Hall
last night. Ruth Bowen and Shirley
y„ting played for the service. The new
officers are: Mildred Haney. president;
Ruth Libby, vice-president ; Louise
Steeves. secretary ; and Rena Allen, treas-
urer. The Cabinet members: Co-Chair-
men of Social Committee: Lucinda Rip-
ley and Kay Wormwood; Deputations,
Jail Walker; Music, Dot Moynihan;
Publicity, Cynthia Wasgatt ; Freshmen.
Fern Allen; Exchange for Jobs, Dot
Romero; Social Service; Janet MacKen-
zie; Religion. Ruth Harding; World
Fellowship, Margaret Avery.
The retiring president is Blanche Hen-
ry vice-president, Mildred Haney; sec-
retary, Ruth Harding; and treasurer,
Jane Barry.
PEN DEUTSCHE VEREIN
IVITIATES FIVE MEMBERS
A meeting of -Der Deutsche Verein
was held last Wednesday evening, April
19. The following pledges were initiated:
Miriam Brill. Joseph Hotz, William Man-
ning. David Rich, and Cynthia ‘Vasgatt.
Plans were made for a picnic to be
held sometime in May.
At a second meeting on April 26, the
remaining pledges were initiated: Doris
Ballard. Arnold Kaplan, Joseph Massaro,
Ernestine Moore, Earl Stone, and Eliza-
beth Wilhelm.
The faculty and students of the School
of Education held a supper at the Cabin
at Thursday evening.
Repots of the recent conference of the
Listern States Association of Profession-
al Schools for Teachers at the Pennsyl-
vania Hotel in New York City were given
by the delegates. Bernice R. Wilson, Haz-
el M. Scully. and Everett C. Page. Short
speeches by the faculty members followed.
The faculty members present were Dr.
and Mrs. 4 I. 5. Lutes, Dr. and Mrs. Er-
nest Jackman, and Dr. and Mrs. Craw-
ford.
birthday party was given to Profes-
sor R. G. Wood and Dr. E. F. Dow of the
History department Thursday evening at
Balentine Flail by the senior History
majors. The features of the evening were
the No birthday cakes, and gifts present-
ed by the History majors.
The remainder of the evening was spent
playing cards.
Ten couples attended a vie party at Phi
Gamma Delta Saturday evening. The
chaperons were Mr. and Mrs. Moreland.
smoes OR men
toarkm taste.
relincnictit. A niceli-
tiarrou Doc. full-
hi ling and neat. Urns, ii
or Black (All.
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VIRGIE'S
ORONO
THIS IS THE
BEST TASTING
CIGARETTE I
EVER SMOKED.
Order Your
MOTHER DAY
CANDIES
TO-DAY
From
PARK'S VARIETY
Spring Formal Held
Dorothy Memorial Hall
Delta Delta Delta sorority held its
spring formal at the Dorothy Memorial
Hall in Bangor last Friday evening.
About fifty couples attended and danced
until one to the music of Lew Kyer's
Orchestra.
During intertinssron rerreshmesits were
served in the dining room which was at-
tractively decorated in Tri-Delt colors.
The chaperons were Professor and Mrs.
J. N. Waring and Mr. and Mrs. James
Moreland. The committee in charge of
the affair consisted of Elizabeth Lynch,
chairman. Ella Rowe, Phyllis Webber,
Roberta Lewis, and Maxine Harding.
CAMPUS BANQUET WILL
TAKE PLACE TONIGHT
The annual banquet of the Maisie Cam-
pus will take place tonight at the Bangor
House in Bangor. Shingles and keys will
be awarded to editors and reporters who
have worked on the paper during the past
year. James Moreland, instructor in the
English department, will be the guest
speaker. Arrangements are in charge of
Evelyn Gleason, retiring society editor of
the paper. •
Friday evening there was a Vic Party
at Sigma Alpha Epsilon House, about ten
couples attending. The party was chap-
eroned by Mrs. McCollum. Refreshments
were served.
Miss Edith G. Wilson entertained eight
seniors on the retiring Y.W.C.A. Cabinet
at lunch in Merrill Hall, Friday. April
Itwenty-first. They were: Hazel Scully,
Blanche Henry, Jane Barry, Grace Quar-
rington, Doris Ballard, Vivian Moors,
Helen Peabody, and Doris Hutchinson.
THE MAINE CAMPUS
CHARLES STRAFFIN HE.-L
EL CIRCULO ESP.4NOL
El Circuit.) Espanol held a business and
social meeting at Stevens Hall on Tues-
day evening. Eleanor Gowan was initi-
ated and Dorothy Sawyer was nominated
AS the representative to attend the All
Maine Women banquet.
The following officers for the ensuing
)ear were elected: president, Oiarles
Straffin; vice-president. Emily Lyon; sec-
retary, Marion Hughes; treasurer, Ver-
non Herrick.
After the business meeting Mrs. Mark
Bailey gave a talk on her trip to Spain
last summer and showed interesting pic-
tures which she brought from there.
Bettina Sullivan sang two popular selec-
tions and 'William Crockett played a pi-
ano solo.
A meeting of the Maine Outing Club
was held in Winslow Hall, Wednesday
evening. April 19, at which the following
officers were elected:
President, Darrell Brown; vice-presi-
dent, Dana Sidelinger; secretary, \Vini-
fred Cushing; and treasurer, Roger Cam-
eron.
Pi Beta Phi sorority held a pledge ser-
vice at Stevens' Hall, Wednesday, Apr::
19, at 6:45 o'clock.
The following were pledged: Hope
Coffin '35; Vivian Clemons '35; Faith
Holden '36; Arlene Merrill '36; and Mar-
caret Asnip '36.
IT TELLS IN THE PAPER
HERE HOW A MAGICIAN
MAKES A BIG BALL ROLL
UPHILL
i---- THAT S NOTHING. LAST
NIGHT I SAW A MAGICIAN
CATCH SIX HOOPS ON ONE
ARM- WITH HIS THUMBS
TIED TOGETHER.
SCHRAFFTS CANDIES
STATIONERY - GIFTS -- NOVELTIES
GREETING CARDS
Maine Alpha ihapter of Pi Beta Phi
held a formal initiation at the home of
Dean Stevens on Wednesday evening.
Those initiated were: Vivian Clemons,
Hope Coffin. Dorothy Frye. Bernice Web-
ber, and Elizabeth Jordan.
About sixteen couples attended a vie
party at the Maples Saturday night.
Beatrice Racioppi and Louise Steeves
were in charge of the affair. Punch was
served during the evening.
NOTICE
Election of officers for the Men's
Cabinet of the M.C.A. will be held
tomorrow, Friday, afternoon from
one to five o'clock in the general
lecture room of the Library.
All Maine Women Giving Annual
Pageant June 9
(Continued from Page One)
is found in the Jester's prologue.
"In fantasy of dance and song
You'll read as it gaily moves along
A universal truth.
A gentle princess of grace and charm
From Sorrow's dire spell of harm
By Love is eon forsooth."
Grace Quarrington, president of the
All Maine Women, is general chairman
of the pageant, with the following mem-
bers in charge of arrangements: Alice
Dyer. music; Betty Barrows and Fran-
cella Dean. rehearsals; Martha Smith,
grounds and advertising; Ruth Callaghan,
properties; Marjorie Moulton and
Blanche Henry. costumes.
NOW OPEN Phone 845
McLEAN'S
SERVICE STATION
Always At Your Service All Ways
GAS—OIL—FUEL OIL
1 GREASING—WASHING-Shorty" .Mcl.ean, I.' of M '32 75 Main Si , Orono
The finest and sportiest in Knitted Wear
1
NOW HIS THUMBS ARE
I MO UP GOOD AND TIGHT
ALL RIGHT, All RIGHT.
--HOW IT'S DON-E--
0 SHOW AUDIENCE
THUMBS AHD CORD
0 RIP TiP OF /74,fr f/A/C10 Ble
Ii
i THUMBS TO OfT.fler.
11R6t WzuwEIR TO PULL en," 4,vo PE A GOOD HARD KNOT
°WAN THuM8S DOW!" FOR VOL-
UNTEER ASSISTANT TO TIE TN!
KNOT ON TOP Of THUMBS
THEY ARE THE ONLY
KIND I EVER TRIED.
WHAT DO YOU
RECOMME • ID ?
HAVE A CAMEL.CAMELS
ARE MADE FROM MORE
EXPENSIVE TOBACCOS —
AND THEY ARE MILD WITH-
OUT BEING INSIPID.
MARINETTE
THE -HOOPS
-ARE 0. K.
0 RIP THUMB our
TO CATCH HOOPS
ARE YOU ONE
OF THOSE GIRLS
LIKE FRAN WHO
HAS SOMEHOW
MISSED THE
PLEASURE OF
SMOKING CAMELS'
BETTER TRY
THEM YOU'LL
ENJOY THEIR
MILDNESS_THE
ADDED PlEASURI
YOU'RE AN OLD
SMOOTHIE WHEN
IT COMES TO
TRICKS, STAN.HAVE
A CIGARETTE?
STRAND THEATRE
ORONO
Cut out and hang
Thursday, April 27
(Double Feature Program)
"PAST OF MARY
HOLM ES"
with Eric Linden, Helen MacKel-
tar. Jean Arthur
and
"KAMERADSCHAFT"
The Great German Picture super-
imposed with English Titles.
Friday, April 28
"PICK UP"
with Sylvia Sidney and George
Raft. A smashing story of Street
Born Love.
Saturday, April 29
"PARACHUTE JUMPER"
Douglas Fairbanks, Jr., Leo Car-
rillo. Bette Davis, and Frank Mc-
Hugh. Laugh and action novelty
sensation.
Monday, May 1
"MEN MUST FIGHT"
with Diana Wynyard, Phillip,
Holmes. and Lewis Stone. Love,
morals, wars of the future.
Tuesday. May 2
"CHRISTOPHER
STRONG"
Katherine Hepburn in the sensa-
tional society story. Also Colin
Clive, Billie Burke, Ralph Forbes.
Wednesday. May 3
"BLONDIE JOHNSON"
S ith JOall 111011(1(AI and Chester
Morris
Thursday, May 4
"20,000 YEARS IN SING
SING"
with Spencer Tracy, Bette Davis.
and others in Lewis F Laws'
famous book of "Love Purloughs"
for prison inmates.
I WON'T SMOKE ONE
OF THOSE,EVEN FOR
iYOU, iftAbl. THEY
ARE TASTELESS.
Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE CAir
tobaccos than any other
popular brand. Hence
they are mild, easy on
the throat ... yet full of
flavor and enjoyment.
4 THE MAINE CAMPUS
TRACK TEAMOPENS SPORTS SPIELS
OUTDOOR SCHEDULE
WITH SPRINGFIELD
Maine Favored To Win;
Many Outstanding
Entrants
The Pale Blue varsity cinder men will
be hosts to the Springfield College ag-
gregation on Saturday afternoon in their
first outdoor meet of the season. With
only two days left in which to practise,
Coach Jenkins has been working his men
strenuously in preparation for this en-
counter.
In the dashes, Mel Means, Chick Shea,
Maurice Goddard and Rod Mullaney will
meet stiff competition in ‘Vheeler and
Hoight. Wheeler won the century last
year in ten seconds flat, and Hoight was
the victor in the 220 yard dash.
Maurice Goddard is the leading Maine
contestant in both the high and low ,
hurdles with Lew Hardison competing
with him in the lows and Don Favor in I
the highs.
With but one exception, the Maroon
team seems to have no outstanding men in
either the middle-distance or distance
runs. Gibbs appears to be a capable two-
ruder, but harry Booth, veteran cross
country runner, should furnish him with
keen competition, Bob Wishart, Bob
Clifford, and Dick Barstow are also out-
standing men in this event.
The loss of Joe Marsh, star miler,
leaves his favorite event exceptionally
weak. and the Pale Blue mentor has been
forced to transfer Ken Black, stellar half-
miler, into this event as a running mate
for Don Corbett.
Coach Jenkins can boast of a capable
quartet in the MO yard run in Bill Cole,
Russ Shaw. Harry Williamson. and Bob
Pendleton. Cole, recently transferred
from the 440 yard dash, and Shaw, state
champion half-miler, are on a par with
each other with not much difference be-
tween them and Williamson and Pendle-
Ellie Moulton is by far the most out-
standing quarter-miler. However, Mac-
Kiniry, Pronovost, and O'Connell have
been showing up well during time trials.
Alton Alley is Jenkins' leading contest-
ant in both the shot put and the discus.
Alley holds the indoor record for the shot
put with a distance of 44 feet 4 inches,
while unofficially he has thrown it about
44, feet. His nearest rivals in either event
are Don Fawr and Hayden Rogers.
Don Favor will also compete in both
the hammer throw, his feature event, and
the javelin throw. Competing with him
in the hammer are Ilayden Rogers, Clayt
Tolman. and Phil Parsons, and in the
j as elM. ti ggins and Hallenbeck.
In the pole vault, the Maine coach will
depend on Freeman Webb and Phil Ha-
vey. ‘Vebb is the present state champion
/./l'L in FRENCH
Resoleotial Summer School (co-
e.lto all-on l I June 25—July 29.
ly Fthirroth mooken. Fee $150.
Hoard aml Tuition. Elementary.
lotermeoloafe. 21.1vance.l. Write
for circular to Secretary. Rest
It 1111AI French Summer School.
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Have you thought of making
DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
Tilt Harvard tiniversitv Dental
School offers a comprehensive
course in this field of health
service, which is becoming in-
creasingly important in relation
to medicine and public health.
A "Clas• A'' school.
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By BOB BERG
University of Maine students were cer-
tainly fortunate in being able to listen to
lone of the greatest champions of all times
' and the idol of millions of sports fans—
lack Dempsey. otherwise known as the
Nfanassa Mauler. Still a fine specimen
of manhood. Dempsey. former world's
heavyweight boxing champion, is all
through fighting under the glare of the
bright lights and is now earning his lau-
rels as a boxing promoter. The former
fistic idol is on a tour with Max Selimel-
ling, another former champ, who is still
an outstanding contender for the heavy-
weight crown.
To the delight of the students, Jack
Dempsey, who won the heavyweight
championship from Jesse Willard and
reigned supreme for many years, informed
his audience that he would answer any
questions they might desire to ask him.
At first the students were shy at popping
questions at the towering figure on the
stage but gradually the questions came
fast and furious. In fact, Dempsey was
so busy replying, that Joe Jacobs, man-
ager of Schmelling. had to call a halt to
the procedures as Dempsey had to go on
the air over WLBZ.
The first question directed to the Ma-
nava Mauler was what was his hardest
fight. "Well," remarked Dempsey, "I
had a lot of tough battles but my fight
with Firpo was about the toughest."
"What kind of a man was Gene Tunney
pole vaulter, holding both the indoor and
the outdisir records in that event.
Webb will find stiff competition in the
high jump in Farmer, of Springfield, who
is capable of jumping six feet. In this
event, Webb will have Bob Lakin and
Joe Stevens to aid him.
Phil Havey and Chick Shea are Maine's
leading broad jumpers, while Dick Gaff-
ney and Warren Flagg have shown up
well in this event.
BROCKWAY'S
FLOWER SHOP
15 Central Street
MAINE
Piscount to U. of M. Students
in the ring?" "Turusey. why Gene was a
wonderful boxer but not a deadly punch-
er." "Do you intend to fight again":"
"No. an old man does not belong in the
ring." "What's the dope on Jack Shark-
ey?" "Sharkey is getting old and is on
the downward path." "Is Primo Camera
dangerous?" "No and yes, Camera is
more of a pusher than a puncher in the
ring."
"Who was the cleverest boxer you ever
came in contact with?" "Without a doubt
it was Tommy Gibbons who was a mar-
velous ring performer." "What's your
version of that famous 'long count' in
your first tight with Tunney?" "Well,"
drawled out Dempsey, "the outcome was
perfectly all right and the decision went
the right way; the better man won." "Has
Benny Leonard any chance in his come-
back?" "No Leonard took a had
beating in his fight with Jimmy .McLarri-
in and is all done." "Who is the hardest
hitter in the ring today?" "Max Schmel-
ling." "What will be the outcome of the
Schmelling-Baer fight?" "Well, both are
hard punchers and it's hard to tell; but
there will certainly be a knockout before
the fight is over."
"Is it hard training before a fight?"
"I'll say it is. That is the hardest thing
about a fight, for the actual fight itself
is easy." "Did you like the movies?"
"Hm, Hm, as an actor I guess I'm still a
fighter." "Did you enjoy making boxing
pictures in the movies?" "No, those ac-
tors knew nothing about fighting and I
had ju pull my ptmches so it was not much
fun." That was the end of Dempsey's
most interesting talk as Joe Jacobs, with
a cigar in his hand, stepped up to Demp-
sey, patted him on the shoulder and said,
"Well, champ, I guess you dotke pretty
good. but we have to be gluing now. It
coitainly was nice to be here with you
boys and goils."
MAN NINE MEETS
CONN. STATE TODAY
Untried Team To Play Three
Games on Southern
Trip This Year
With its only veteran hurler, Monroe
Romansky, topping the nsiund. the 1933
U. of M. baseball nine swings into action
today against Connecticut Aggies at
Storrs, Connecticut.
Owing to the cancellation of the Maine-
Colby exhibition contest, today's game is
the first of the season for the Brke'men.
It is likewise the first of three games to
be played by Maine on its annual south-
ern trip. Tomorrow the squad journeys
to Rhode Island State College, and Sat-
urday it will take on Northeastern at
Boston.
The starting line-up will be as follows:
Walton, If., Hallgren, s.s., NfacBride,
3 b., Santxone. c., Henderson, c.f., Talbot
or Aldrich, r.f., Lewis, 2 b., Nunn or
Aldrich. 1 h.. and Romansky, p. Reserve
material taken on the trip consists of
Ring, a catcher, and three pitchers, Hoyt,
Higgins. and Osgood.
Patronize Our Advertisers
FOR RENT
0 Room Dwelling House with
garden on 37 High Street, Old
Town. Reasonable rent in best
location. Tel 129-2, Old Town.
• 
A BIGGER AND BETTER
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
ORONO
SPECIAL
This Meek
Orange Drops 15e lb. Ice Cream Drops 19c lb.
TURKISH TOBACCO
COMPA to this country in bales.
The leaves are small and
tightly packed. Each bale
contains about 40,000 leaves.
APPROVAL GIVEN FOR
UNIVERSITY GOLF TEAM
Annual Prize Speaking
Starts Friday
(Confirmed from !
Acocrding to an announcement made
recently by Faculty Manager of Athletics, Ohio.
Ted Curtis, the .%:!!letic Board has given • Serious readings: Sect
its approval for the formation of a golf Sect. 8, 17 Wingate; hu.
Sect. A, 11 Coburn; Sc
team at the University. The new club declamations: Sect. A,
will carry on its activities in the same B, 301 Aube"; extempora..
manner as the Tennis Club, the members Stevens. All speakings start al
furnishing th necessary expenses. All The high schools entered an
Stockton Springs, Stoningtoschedules. however, must receive the
Winter Harbor, Ellsworth,
sanction of the Athletic Board. Wilton, M.C.I.-Pittsfield. Cor
At the first meeting of the club held den,. St. Croix
-Woodland.
last night, Jack Leddy was elected presi- Bar Harbor, Edward Lit
dent. Other officers elected were: Vice- Monmouth, St. George-Tenan
presideni. Robert Russ, and secretary- Jonesport, Stetson, Ricker
-Ha
treasurer, Walter Emerson. It was an- j tanawcook-Lincoln, Hartland
nounced at this meeting that Earl Dun- Kingsfield, Brewer, Cony-.-us
ham, instructor in the College of Technol- istun, Merrill-Smyrna Mi
ogy, would be the coach of the team. Brownville, Orono.
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At all offices of this Bank we offer
EVERY BANKING SERVICE
MERRILL TRUST COMPA1
BANGOR, MAINE
Bank Assets over $20,000,000.00
•
TRELLISES OF ALL KINDS
R. \\*. La" r).
•
•
DOMESTIC TOBACCO
is stored in huge wooden
hogsheads. Each hogshead
contains about 1000 pounds
of tobacco.
MADE TO ORDER
Park Street, Onni
Telephone 147-3
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
and
SPOR ING GOODS
Maine's Oldest Hardware Store
Rice & Miller Co.
BANGOR, MAINE
115 years on Broad St.
flavor that Nell et- possesses alone
• Ism ussarra urns Toss= Co.
Early in the 17th century, tobacco aced
from %merles was taken to Turkey. Different soil,
different climate, different temperatures night
and (Inv, and different farming methods produced
an entirely new tobacco—small in size, but very
rich and aromatic.
Four certain spots are famous for the quality
of their Turkish tobacco — Xanthi and Ca. alla in
Greece; Samsoun and Smyrna in Turkey. And it
is principally from these places that our buyers
get the Turkish for Chesterfield.
These Turkish tobaccos are blended, in just the
right amount, with Domestic tobaccos. It is this
blending and cross-bk,ruling of just the right amount
of Turkish and Domestic tobaccos which ghee
Chesterfield • flavor that neither possesses alone.
hesterfield 
—1-11eie"erre& litae 
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Be/hr
to the rescue while, in the mean-
time, the fire department was noti- ATHLETES SIGNED
1\ hen the brawney bravadoes
reached the scene, sleepy bewildered
coeds were dashing about endeavor-
ing to escape. Half of the rescuers
dashed into the dormitory while the
other half remained on the outside
to catch "silkies," "cottonies," and
even "woolenies" containing coeds
whom the heroes on the inside of
the building threw out the windows.
Every coed was saved. The last
.ind smallest inmate in the dormitory
to be rescued was discovered behind
the piano, beyond the reach of hu-
man hands, nearly overcome by the
smoke, but as the music major
among the rescuers played I love
off cc; I love tea, new strength came
to the struggling one, and with great
effort she staggered to the piano
player who carried her from the
building.
The fire engine did not arrive
(Continued on
fled.
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As Balentine Burns
No. 24
1Parsnips, Savor Held on
Breach of Promise Count
In Sensational Scandal
In one of the biggest political scandals to break locally in years, a
motion was carried yesterday afternoon in a special session of the Stu-
dent Senate legislative committee to impeach Philip Parsnips, president
of the Class of 1934, on a charge of breach of promise. Parsnips has
been under suspicion for some time, and it was only yesterday after the
im 1 eLni oeduegrhkreavnidz eninvestigatingsecured 
committee
or 
completed
thedSenauteLegislative Committee
itl:at
( 
i ts 
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Balentine
Burns As
One Hides
BY My W#TTAIIAN
Flames bursted viscously from
Balentine Hall yesterday morning
at 10 o'clock, disturbing the slum-
ber of the inmates therein. The fire
was first noticed by a biology major
who, upon climbing a tree looking
for beetles, noticed smoke issuing
from the windows of the fourth
floor of the dormitory. He sum-
maned his colleagues, and they an 7 893 pRospEcnvE
UP
7,893 students have been success-
fully subsidized for next year's
freshman class, according to an an-
nouncement made from the office
early this afternoon. This number
of athletes is the largest to be ob-
tained since the depression, and it
marks the end of a long and hard
campaign by University officials.
The nearest competitor to Maine
in the campaign was Lowdown Col-
lege, which has already threatened
to abduct two of the outstanding
freshman football prospects, who
were intimidated into signing con-
tracts late last night. Another state-
ment was made for the Dam pies last
night to the effect that he had or-
dered 12,000 tear gas bombs. 5,000
sawed-off shot-guns, a like number
of bullet-proof vests, and a fleet of
armored cars in anticipation of a
Lowdown attack.
REMOVED* MICE CAGED9
BY PRINCE ROMANOFF
Rules are off! Rules are off! This
anouncement comes as a great shock
and sorrow to the women students
of the U. of Me. This will mean
an adjustment, in fact, a severe ad-
justment in the lines of these co-eds,
all of whom are asked and—yes,
even obliged to please use the fire-
escapes whenever coming in or go-
ing out, especially if late at night.
Over these said escapes all laundry
must be hung.
Meals are to be served any time—
with the heaviest meal at mid-night
on the porch over second floor Bal-
entine. Breakfast must be eaten in
bed.
Rooms are to be taken care of by
maids, who are urged to have a gen-
eral house-cleaning once per semes-
ter (if it is deemed necessary).
Their real duty is to cage up the
mice every night (so that the co-eds
bull ican n peace).
Cigarettes are to be smoked at iors
(Continued on Page Four) I Saturday evening
RIVER BANK FAILS;
MAINE COEDS WILL
SUFFER MOST FROM
INSTITUTIONS FALL
BY THE DAUM:5 RAVING REPORTER
One of the greatest catastophres
to ever hit the Maine campus oc-
curred this morning when the River
National Bank failed to open its
doors.
The closing of the River Bank
comes as a severe blow to Maine
co-ens who are reported to have pa-
tronized it to a great extent. The
failure of the River Bank is alleged
to have been caused by a run on it,
started by Donald Favorite, and the
rest of the Maine Track Club.
-ea
Two of our most prominent sen-
were united in marriage last
when shrdlueshr
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Ronald Savor, vice-president of the corruption ridden Class of 1934,
is also under suspicion on the same charge but at press time today, the
Liederkranz investigating committee had found only insufficient evi-
dence for a charge of impeachment. The members of the committee
claimed yesterday that the class government is so rotten that none of
the members will serve as witnesses or give any testimony.
• Soon after the class election last
fall the breach of promise charge
was suggested by several members
of the class who claimed that they
had evidence against both men, but
for sonic reason, then not divulged,
they did not care to press the charge
since it might have proven embar-
rassing to them.
However, after the high handed
manner in which the affairs of the
class have been run throughout the
year, and the manner in which they
had been run in past years, it was
suggested to the Student Senate that
an investigating committee take the
case in hand, and do something
about it. Acting on this suggestion
President Stillson of the Student
Senate appointed the committee un-
der the chairmanship of Jacob Lied-
crkranz.
The Bull of the Campus who aided in
the capture of Parsnips and watching of
Savor.
RELIGION GOES OVER 
NVhen the committee reported at
the special meeting of the Senate
A vast religious upheaval has late-
ly siezed our men, who attended in
a body. The noted evangelist
arrived on campus, last night. The
program started with a bang, a
shiver and a shake, down the oval,
rolled smoothly up-hill, breaking
with a crash against the Armory
Wall.
Limbering-up exercises were held
in the gym, the previous afternoon—
"Pep talks" by both minister! and
(Castigated on Page Two)
STRONG WITH J0 yest
erday, that it had evidence
-EDS worthy of a conviction, special of-
___.._._. • ficers Sam Freece and Hen Swall-
gren were immediately despatched
to arrest Parsnips and to keep an
eye on Savor, lest he purchase a
ticket to Afghanistan.
After ninety-eight hours of third
degree work on one Podger Heffil-
ger, erstwhile member of the Class
of 1934, he admitted that he had
been bribed to vote for both Par-
snips and Savor last fall. The bribe
had been the promise of a cigar, "a
regular ole ten center." Heffilger
claimed that so far he has not re-
(Continued on Page Two)
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STAR REPORTERS
Those Who Sturi.!. . \ •tr, glom y
REPORTERS
Crosby, Colombo, Valee, and we
CUB REPORTERS
Bananas, William Shakespeare
STRATE STUFF
The results of the second W.A.A. elec-
tion held on Friday are as follows:
President, Shirley Young; vice-presi-
dent, Annie McLellan; secretary, Louise
Steve.; senior representative, Alice Dy-
er; manager of hockey, Dorothy Moyni-
han. manager of basketball, Allegra In-
gerson ; manager of volley ball, Winifred
Cushing; manager of baseball, Agnes
Crowley; manager of track. Ruth Har-
ding; manager of archery, Margaret
Avery; manager of tennis, Miriam Lin-
scott ; assistant managers of basketball,
Helen Blake, Shirley Hatch; assistant
managers of hockey, Jean Walker, Cyn-
thia Wasgatt ; manager of winter sports,
Alice Campbell.
Methodist Episcopal Church
The Rev. Harold Metzner will occupy
the pulpit of the Methodist Church. Sun-
day morning, May 7th. Mr. Metzner is
a former pastor in Orono and is now lo-
cated in Waterville. Ile is an outstand-
ing preacher in the Maine Conference
and his former parishioners will be glad
of the opportunity to hear him again.
The regular Student Forum will be
omitted but all students who desire to at-
tend the Maine Conference session Sun-
day evening in Bangor will meet at the
church at 7:00 o'clock where transporta-
tion will be provided.
Professor Henry Hallam Tweedy, of
Yale Divinity School, will give the ad-
dress at the last assembly of the year, at
9:45 next Monday. Dr. Tweedy is wide-
ly known as a college speaker on religious
subjects, and has an unusual faculty of
discussing in a clear, constructive and in-
teresting way the religious aspects of
life. This is his second visit to the Uni-
versity during the last few years. His
subject is not yet available, but will be
annt mitred.
Number seven in the series of foreign
movies being presented at the Strand
Theatre in Orono is Soviets on Parade,
the glorified news record made in Mos-
cow in honor of the fifteenth anniversary
of the revolution. It will be shown at
the Strand on Wednesday. May Ilk
Lambda Chi Alpha held its annual
spring formal Friday evening at the chap-
ter house. The committee in charge was
Ted Earl, Andy Iverson, and Worxly
M arcil le. Mrs. May M c Donough, Capt.
and Mrs. Hugh Wear chaperoned.
The new officers for Women's Student
Government 1933-34 who were chosen at
a second election on Friday, April are:
President. Alice Dyer: vice-president.
Ruth Todd; secretary, Miriam I.inscott ;
and treasurer. Elizabeth Shiro.
Student Cracks Jaw With
Boulder; Later Spits Blood 1. 
„ 
e ik
COL YAWNS AS
BLOES PARADE
The initiation banquet of Pi Beta Phi
was held at the Bangor House on Satur-
day evening at ti o'clock with Margaret
Davis acting as toastmistress.
The committee in charge of the affair.
Margaret Davis, Barbara Edes. and Hope
Whitman.
• 
Pi Beta Phi sorority held Its annual ,
formal dance at the Dorothy Memorial
last Friday. Professor and Mrs Paul
Bray and Professor and Mrs. Harry Wat-
son chaperoned the affair. Music was
furnished by Eddie Traffton's orchestra.
The committee in charge was Miriam
Linscott, Hazel Ferro, and Doris Rosen.
iPersills=dars Series the college _ year '
the Ueivereity of Maine. ,
Address all business) is=polime to the I
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"Ho hum!" sighed Her Highness,
the Ord'nary I.00ey Kernel last Sat-
urday morn, as she allowed herself
a sheepish you, "a kingdom for an
hour's sleep, just an hour. These
wooden-headed ramrods get on my
nerves. Oh well, only a few min-
utes more."
"Toot toot," roared the hambones.
"Blab blah," retorted the corn-nets.
"Eeee eeee," .wailed the clan-nets.
"O0000 0000," moaned the saxo-
fones. And the banned passed grand-
ly on.
And least and also last, the sojers.
Oh, those sojers. And again: oh,
those sojers! Regiment after regi-
ment swept majestically by. Army
after army swept majestically by.
(And wuz we glad of it!) In time,
they all slept majestically by.
When the last callem squads (if
you want to, I sho wouldn't) had
struggled painfully to the fore, the
Kernel passed out meddles freely in
the first-come-first-serve manner to
the best meddlers. And then the
Kernel drew the affair to a close (I
can't blame her, he was good-lookin,
nuf ). The perade wus over.
"Aha, to bed I will go," thought the
reviewer, the reviewee, and the re-
viewed, for this is Saturday morn-
ning.
MARMADira STARS
IN FOREIGN MOVIE
The sixty-fifteenth of a series of
foreign comedies will be presented
at the Grand Theatre in Orono to-
day when that theatre shows "Stan-
islaus" which in English means
"Why didn't you kiss me good-night
last night, you bloke?" This picture
will have as its stars, Rovinni Marm-
aduck and Grampus Britches, two
of Europe's most famous screen
personalities.
The theme of the picture is the
struggle in making up one's mind
whether to order chicken or lobster
salad at a banquet. Written by Oli-
ver Olive soiye eighty years ago,
the picture vividly portrays this
emotional struggle, which has
marred so many human and canine
lives. In the end of the picture,
Aw Nerts. go see it yourself, even
to write about the end makes us shed
tears  (Those were tears).
The lilting tunes of this foreign
production have set all Exchange
Street agog and can he heard daily
whistled through the back alleys of
Orono.
11
Parsnips, Savor Held on Breach of
Promise Count in Sensational
Scandal
(Ctuitinged from Page One)
ceived the cigar, though he did vote
for the men under suspicion. The
Liederkranz committee then round-
ed up one Kack I lalter Ridge, cam-
paign manager for the two miscre-
ants. and after feeding him hot dogs
and moxie for six weeks, he finally
turned over a list of 364 men and
co-eds in the Class of 1934, who
voted for his men on a promise of
the receipt of cigars as reward for
their services. He failed to testify
as to whether the co-eds were to
receive cigarettes or cigars.
DECOOP HAILED
LUMPUS FINDER
One of the most phenomenal and
long awaited scientific discoveries in
recent years was announced late this
afternoon by Professor I. Flew De-
Coop, BO, of the Maine Experi-
mental staff, when DeCoop reported
the perfection of the Lumpus.
The Lumpus is, as the name may
imply, a lump shaped body, which
when properly activated, flies in con-
centric circles, emitting shrill
tongued cries of Wah000! Wah000!
Yea! Maine!
The Lumpus comes wrapped in
cellophane and hasn't scratched yet.
It is radio controlled. It embodies
free-wheeling, hydraulic brakes,
synchro-mesh transmission, and is
of the valve-in-head variety. It is
non-skid, has a balanced crank-shaft,
and a rumble-seat.
The Lumpus smokes Mamel cig-
arettes, because, although it is fun
to be fooled, it's more fun to know.
It is of the concavo-convex variety,
and when pursued by its enemies,
it takes refuge in the tall eucalyptus
trees. It talks with a nasal twang,
and is toasted. The New Lumpus
plays in the band and walks on stilts.
It can stand the test. It does not
mar floors, will not crack, wear out,
or stain, and will save you three dol-
lars a year.
The Lumpus may be put to many
uses. It will sharpen old razor
blades, take care of the baby, black-
en shoes, attend assembly, and an-
swers physics questions. It may be
used as a Flit gun. Ask the man
who owns one. It will cure dan-
druff and wake you up in the morn-
ing. The only objectionable feature
of the Lumpus is that it has half-
hour nose.
The Lumpus will soon be on sale
at the Book Store for the absurd
sum of two dollars. Remember,
when better Ltunpi are made, the
Maine Experimental Station will
make them. It's fool proof !
Ve.
SOFA TECHNIQUE
IS NEW COURSE
By Ktio. SOLOMAN
Plans for compulsory courses in
the College of Warts and Ziences to
be called Advanced Technique 1, 2,
47, 83, 981, 4, and 7.492, were com-
pleted this morning.
The courses must be taken by all
students of the University, except
those who come from Beering High
School, and those who are able to
pass an entrance exam with a grade
of 99 44/100 or better, to be given
during freshman week.
During the freshman year, the
courses will consist of instruction in
one-hand driving, elementary neck-
ing, and primary sofa technique. The
courses will become correspondingly
more advanced during the sopho-
more, junior, and senior years. Prac-
tical demonstrations will be given by
Orono High School students.
The new curriculum will be under
the supervision of Associate Pro-
fessor Ivan Skavinsky Skivar who
will be aided by Messers Wabbletop
and Whadadelya, and Mesdames
Gazoopus and Gazinkus.
When questioned about the new I
Seventy-eight students at the
University were deniedof Maine
the privilege of associating with
other students in everything from
athletics to dances and such, when
Oswald Thegreat, a member of
Kappa Mulch Gunk fraternity,
broke out with that most dreaded
of all diseases, pink-tooth brush, on
Tuesday afternoon of this week.
Health authorities of the Universi-
ty and of Pen of Scott County stat-
ed yesterday in a special bulletin to
the Dampus that the boys will not
be allowed to leave the Kappa
Mulch Gunk house until the spring
semester of their last year in col-
lege, and perhaps not then.
The disease broke out most unex-
pectedly on Tuesday. Oswald The-
great, one of the University's star
bridge and pinochle players, had be-
come involved in a game of touch
football. The quarterback called the
signals and Thegreat scampered
away for a pass. He got the pass.
but failed to unwrap one of his legs
from around his neck, whither it had
flung itself when he soared into the
air to get the pass. As a result he
came to the ground with a most re-
sounding thud, and struck his jaw
on a large rock, which had been
dropped there by one of his frater-
nity brothers several years before,
and the pledging committee had
failed to appoint one of the first
year men to clean it away. Well,
Thegreat struck his jaw, ran into the
house, and brushed his teeth with
just plain water. When he took the
tooth-brush from his mouth, he dis-
covered that it was pink. An ambu-
lance and riot squad was called from
the great metropolis of Orono im-
mediately, and Thegreat was put in
a taik.--made straight jacket, lest he
become violent.
Health authorities immediately
padlocked the house, all except the
cellar door, and told the boys to cut
classes until further notice. Accord-
ing to a statement by one of the
Dampus reporters. who is quaran-
tined with the gang, having been
snooping around the house when the
epidemic was discovered, "They've
moved in sheventeen kayshesh uh
beer, an' itch show mild thatchuh
kuden git tite onit." That was the
dispatch he gave over the phone late
this morning.
When interviewed last night in
the state hospital, concerning the
symptoms of his disease. Thegreat
claimed that he could see no reason
McLean's
SERVICE STATION
SOCONY PRODUCTS
and
SERVICE
Main Si. ORONO
NOTICE
TENNIS RACKETS restrung
and repaired, all work guaranteed,
12 hour service, a racket to lase
while we restring yours. Call
Win Robbins, at Drafting Dept..
Wingate Hall.
NCDPUS
Religion Goes Over Strong with
Jo-eds
(Contimuyl from Page One)
rimm.mirmerme
coaches.
Coffee Jello, and Knox gelatin
were served to the trembling wor-
shippers.
Such yells of "Holy, Holy," have
never been heard on this campus.
Such unrestrained enthusiasm from
our transformed disciples of the
Holy Rollers. In a grand frenzy
every man surrounded their leader
and followed him as far as Old
Town!
it
Censored
why he should suffer from this
dreaded malady because since the
age of three he has religiously
brushed his teeth sixteen times a day
with ground glass and a steel bris-
tled brush.
TO MAKE FOOTBALL
PAY-THE ATHLETE
BY E. PLURIBUS UNUM
Drastic changes in the system of
compensation of athletes must be
made by the University athletic
board, according to information re-
leased to the Dam pus this morning.
The unusually large enrollment of
athletes obtained this year is given
as the cause of the changes.
In accordance with the new plan,
instead of giving tuition, board and
a weekly salary outright, as has been
the custom for the past years, the
athletic board will pay the men on
the basis of individual attainment.
In this system as applied to football,
touchdowns on a varsity team will
be worth fifty dollars ($50.00),
drop-kicks twenty dollars ($20.00),
points after touchdown, ten dollars
($10.00), and individual yardage
gains will be rewarded by a flat rate
of fifty cents (.50) per yard.
Any five yard loss will mean one
week's suspension from college, and
a loss of over ten yards will mean
immediate expulsion. A beautiful
gold cup will be awarded to the
•
20% DISCOUNT
and
A MECHANICAL PENCIL
FREE
With Each Fountain Pen Sold
University Store Co.
On the campus
THE WOMAN WHO DOES HER IRONING
BY HAND LIFTS A TOTALLED WEIGHT
OF WELL OVER 1000 POUNDS—
THE WOMAN WHO IS USING THE UNI-
VERSAL 49.50 ROTARY IRONER DOES
ALL OF HER IRONING WHILE COMFORT-
ABLY SEATED, MERELY FEEDING THE
CLOTHES TO THE IRONER SHOE.
The
Bangor Hydro Stores
of the
BANGOR HYDISO-BLZCTRIC CO.
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The prize party of the year, an
Awful Coconut Pie sorority smoker,
was held in Balentine Dining Hall,
soda% evening. Pipes and rubber
cigars Acre loaned for the occasion
by Frat houses. And this gang of
the-not-so-weaker sex smoked three
genuine Blackstone cigars apiece.
Each girl retired after her last cigar!
Metal tubes led from each girl's
seat to the Power House where the
smoke was regenerated and cooked
a steak dinner for Hannibal Hamlin
Hall!
Strickly Personal gossip was the
issue. and strickly dishonorable jokes
repeated. Each enjoyed the party
to the fullest extent, and said they
had never had such a "simply divine
time. my deah!"
it At
igirta Chi held a falsetto party
last evening. The point was to find
out who could tell the best one. First
prize was duplicated ten times.
Some of Larry's Bears furnished the
music. They always do at Sigma
Chi.
41 it
"Marlene Dietrich" model pants
%%ere worn by University of Maine
co-eds to formal party held last Fri-
day at the Zippa Zap House. Gen-
tlemen were attractively attired in
pastel gowns, with saffron hues pre- •
dominating. Refreshments were ft
served immediately upon arrival of °
the guests, hamburgers to the ladies,
toast and tea to the gentlemen. The
dance was from 5 P.M. to 10.25 P.
M.. allowing the ladies five minutes  
to lope across campus to Balentine,
Colvin and where not?
For MOTHER
Whitman's Chocolates
$1 to $1.50
the pound
When you send her
chocolates, send her
only the best
I ler day: May 14th
Order Now
at
Nichols' Drug Store
()rono
Lewis S. Libby, D.D.S.
jOlOA N BLOCK
OLD Iowa
Telephone 361
Mew
ez1e1esseafteenessosisseeSN0114
Order Your
MOTHER DAY
CANDIES
TO-DAY
From
PARK c=, VARIETY
•
Phi Gam held a joker last evening.
The house was decorated beautiful-
ly and lit as usual. Tea and cakes
were served at 12 o'clock. and a re-
freshing time was had by all.
A tit
Mt. Vernon held a wick party
Friday evening. The lights went out
at 12 o'clock and the rest of the eve-
rting was spent dancing in the lamp-
light. About four couples were
present; the rest were somewhere
else when the count was being taken.
The chaperones were anonymous.
A marked innovation by the
Maine Health Service in the various
colleges of the University will begin
next week. Thc innovation will take
the form of refreshments consisting
of graham crackers and milk to be
served to all students between
classes.
At present there is a good deal of
discussion as to whether, home eco-
nomics majors should be served
crackers and milk, or pretzels and
SOCIETY ON PARADE Patrons of this gorgeou
s affair Junior Prom will break up just as
IA are Mr. and Mrs. Barnum, Mr. and soon
INBOOTIFUL CIRCUS Miingrs.. and Mrs. 
1e)Rai  andilgtilig.11ss rBr.oli
Brothers.
WILL REPLACE PROM A cowboystuckllrtodes o( 
maden)ly, p of vol-unteereu tiaisbe 
The annual Junior Prom will be
substituted by a Society Circus, to
be held under a big tent on the ath-
letic field. Really a novel social
function with a circus parade at 4
P.M. Friday May 5th! Be on hand
to see the elephants and monkeys—
o.bove all, see the monkeys! There
are a lot on this campus you know.
Come and see our darling co-eds!
teetering on their prancing circus
steeds. A real brass band has been
secured (for added circus atmos-
phere) and will play all of the latest
song hits such as "Sweet Jenny
Lee."
Tips on outstanding guests are:
Don Green will be dressed as the
Indian Rubber Man; Helen Osgood
will dominate the fat ladies booth;
Bessy Gray will be the husky 2,000
lb. weight lifter; George Osgood,
professional boxer; Harry Files in
pink and white tights dressed as a
tight-rope walker; Dixie Copeland
in leopard skins, as the sturdy
Amazon.
1=01=0=0=01=10=01=
10=0=
0 I'LL BE SEEING YOU AT
"YE BRASS RAIL"
Restaurant
202 EXCHANGE ST., BANGOR, ME.
0=
El
0
ing hawed legs, will be held. Each
aspirant must be able to see daylight
between his knees. Horses will be
provided by the biology department.
Mary Scott and Peg Davis will
entertain with dare-devil feats on
horseback. These two performers
will leap through paper hoops,
mounted on galloping horses. The
co-eds will wear pink ballet skirts.
Effie Mayberry and George Cobb,
two famous trapeze artists, will
jump 30 ft. through the air, landing
on two sets of trapeze bars with per-
fect swan dives in mid-air.
High dives by Ken Aldrich and
Slugger Jackson into a 4 ft. tank
will climax the sensational evening.
Refreshments, peanuts and hot
dogs (with onions and garlic), will
be served by Ken Foster and Johnny
Stinchfield throughout the evening.
as the lions are loosed from
their armored cars. Sixteen ram-
paging lions will crab all acts and
start a stampede among the guests.
m-5
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THE UNIVERSITY OF BUFFALO
School of Dentistry
Established 1892
The next annual session will begin July 3rd, 1933. A three-year course
of instruction is offered, quarter plan, leading to the degree of Doctor 
of
Dental Surgery. The course is recognized as class A by the University of
the State of New York and the Dental Educational Council of America.
There are many new features in the curriculum which are outlined in the
catalogue. An abundance of clinical material is provided at the school and
at the hospitals. Classes are limited in number. Catalogue mailed upon re-
quest.
For further information address
School of Dentistry
25 Goodrich St.,
Buffalo, N. Y.
•
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Mr. Noah Coward, famous English
playwright, author of "Babalcade," and
many other Broadway successes, has been
engaged to direct his newest play "Stein
for Living" which will be presented by
the Maine Casque during "Forgotten Man
Week" to be held as soon as the Forgotten
man can be located. "Stein for Living"
is a stupendous epic panorama of the two
most vital decades in the history of the
dear ole alma malta (apoligies to Ben
Bernie) from the creation of the Stein
STRAND THEATRE
ORONO
Cut out aud /swig up
Friday, May 5
"WHAT NO BEER"
Buster Keaton, Jimmie 1)urante,
and Rosco Ates. A couple of mugs
who wanted to be Beer Barons.
Saturday, May 6
"CLEAR ALL WIRES"
I.ee Tracy in another dazzling spit-
fire hit. Supported by Benita Hutne,
Una Merkel, and James Gleason.
Monday and Tuesday. May 8 and 9
"STATE FAIR"
With 8 great stars: Janet Gaynor,
Will Rogers, Lew Ayres, Sally
Eilers, Norman Foster, Louise
Dresser, Frank Craven, and Victor
Jory. THE GREAT AMERI-
CAN ROMANCE.
Wednesday, May 10
(DOUBLE PROGRAM)
"HUMANITY"
Starring Ralph Morgan, Boots
Mallory, Alexander Kirkland, and
Irene Ware.
zlso
"SOVIETS ON PARADE"
The great Russian Picture of ex-
cellent photography, and fine music
score with ENGLISH TITLES.
Thursday, May 11
"BROADWAY BAD"
Joan Blondell in a fast moving
drama of New York life.
omating to Say
 
riotirsesi 4:3e somet4
A friend of CHESTERFIELD writes us of
a salesman who had "something to sars
"I dropped into a little tobacco shop,
and when I asked for a pack of Chest-
erfields the man smiled and told me I
was the seventh customer without a
break to ask for chesterfields. 'Smoker
after smoker,' he said, 'tells me that
Chesterfields click ... I sell five times
as many Chesterfields as I did a while
back.'"
Yes, there's something to say about Chest-
erfields and it takes just six words to say
it—"They're mild and yet they satisfy."
• 1951, Liocarr • Woes TOOACCO
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THE MAINE DAMPUS
GOLF MATCH ENDS
Schnozzle Powdering
Causes Busted Window
Before a roguez' gallery composzd
of 987 faculty memberz and two
(2) ztudentz, 1. B. Baldrich and
Mizz Zilly Yohung tead off for the
firzt hole of their dedication golf
tourney, yezterday afternoon on the
newly laid out L'niverzity of Maine
golf courze.
Both Mizz Yohung and Mr. Bald-
rich tead off in front of the Artz
and Zcience building, and got off
zcreaming drivz of 560 and 561
yardz rezpectively in the direction of
the first hole, which it located near
the Obzervatory. After powdering
her zchnozzle carefully, Mizz Yo-
hung attempted an iron zhot, which
unfortunately waz too long, and
zhattered a green house window.
Baldrich waz more fortunate with
hiz zhot however, az it ztruck Hal-
entitle Hall and bounced over into
the barn yard. Both approachez
were excellently placed, with Mizz
Yohung's ball coming to rezt .001 of
an inch from the hole, and I. B.'z
lieing approximately .00023 inchez
behind it. Apparently very nervouz
and ill at eaze, Mizz Yohung ad-
jutted her hat and prepared to putt
with her brazzie. The ball however
ztoppe(1 zhort juzt in front of the
cup. Immediately Mizz Yohung ac-
FRENCH SUMMERSCHOOL
Residential Summer School
(co-educational) in the heart
of French Canada. Old Coun-
try French staff. Only
French spoken. Elementary,
Intermediate, Advanced. Cer-
tificate or College Credit.
French entertainments, sight-
seeing, sports, etc.
Fee 11150, Board and Tuition.
June 26-July 29. Write for drew
tar to Secretary, Reeidential
Summer School
McGILL UNIVERSITY
MONTREAL. CANADA
Dr. F. B. Savage
DENTIST
39 South Main St.
Ow TOWN
Tel. 179-2
MAINE
FOR RENT
6 Room Dwelling House with
garden on 37 High Street. Old
Town. Reasonable rent in best
location. Tel 129-2, Old Town.
Moro yoss thought sof snaking
DENTISTRY
YOUR LIFE WORK?
TH2 Harvard Univervity Dental
School offers a comprehensive
course in this held of health
service, which ia becoming in-
creasingly important in relation
to medicine and publk health
A "Cl.,. A" school.
Write ler estate,.
Lori" 11. S. Ulis 05.5, U 0.. Nos.
Owl • . ISS laantiol A.. Iloolos. Ors
I
TUFTS COLLEGE
DENTAL SCHOOL
I.
Dzsrmenre ben
Its
end wawa
hy angegirer
Cabo ws• ON islet-
@mud la • awn* wag
sinaia •
quelrassab bg
figweign M. Maantininiv. 0. M.D.. D.
Toffs Collett Dowel Selliord
411111•••bets• A.. imam, Maw
kilo fl impnetant
la order in ineee
0 need. men
iatelkxt. ha‘led
cuzed the ezteerned Baldrich of pur-
pozely coughing to zpoil her concen-
tration, and ztruck him over the
head with a niblick.
Az zoon at the unfortunate man
waz brought to conzciouznezz, he
offered his apologiez and proceeded
to zink both ballz into the cup on hiz
putt. The gallery received thiz bit
of gallantry with cheerz, booze, and
hizzing.
Both conteztantz then drove off
toward the zecond hole which liez
just in the rear of the Pi Kappa
houze. The playerz mounted their
bicyclez and ztarted down the Orono
road, with the gallery in hot purzuit.
The two playerz ztopped at the flog
Nab-Inn for ref rezhnientz, where
Mr. Baldrich partook of two zlugz
of ized tea. Mizz Yohung took herz
ztraight.
At thiz point in the tourney, un-
fortunately, Mr. Baldrich com-
plained of zevere paint in hiz feet,
and zure enough, when he waz ex-
amined by Mizz Yohung, the pro-
nounced a zevere case of athlete'z
foot. After liberal applicationz of SPURT SQUEALS
Babzorbine, Zenior, Baldrich was
removed to a local hozpital. His
condition was pronounced az mozt
zeriouz, and hiz name waz plazed
on the danger lizt.
The remainder of the hiztory-
making golf match will be played az Nerts, sse forgot it.
zoon az Mr. Baldrich recuperatez,
if ever.
By BOOB GERB
Censored
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A BIGGER AND BETTER
FARNSWORTH'S CAFE
ORONO
SPECIAL
MOTHER'S DAY CHOCOLATES
60e up to $3.00 per lb.
Schraffts' Apollo, and other brands
1 
F. W. SPENCER
Coal, Wood, Ice, Grain and Feed
Jobbing
TeL 77
Co-eds Weep With Shock as Late
Rules Are Taken Off; Mice Caged
all times except between 3:17 p.m.
and 3:23 p.m. Only one warning
goes with this privilege: stubs are
not to be piled up under the radia-
tor because they might harm the ef-
fectiveness of the heating arrange-
ment.
11,9*1
The finest and sportiest in Knitted Wear
MARINETTE
ATHLETIC SUPPLIES
and
SPORTING GOODS
Maine's Oldest Hardware Store
Rice & Miller Co.
BANGOR, MAINE
115 years on Broad St.
vt'S FUN To D • •
SHOWING TODAY
Dad Ries Out
f lOur Cool
HERE'S A FUNNY ONE
T4-IAT 4-4APPENED TO
ME LAST NIGHT AT A
MAGIC SHOW.
400A 1aTAI4
HE GOT THE
DUCK OUT
OF A CANVAS
BAG FIXED
ON THE BACK
OF THE CHAIR
QUIT KIDDING YOURSELF.
CAMELS ARE MILDER . TRY
ONE AND SEE.
WILL A
GENTLE MAN
PLEASE STEP
UP ON THE
STAGE AND
SIT DOWN?
THANK you.
WHY, SIR,
DO YOU GO
AROUND
WITH A
DUCK IN-
SIDE YOUR
COAT?
THE sAar OF
me CHAIR ----' i i
ts vor AS' 
aalcv.,)
IA/NOCE/VT l
AS /7- LOOKS—
VELVE r PANEL ROD 
1 I `•
S,'OES GOWN,
DUCA' 
POPS TUBE 
oUT
VELVET
OUTSIDE
GOSH, I GUESS YOU'RE
RIGHT. CAMELS DO SEEM
MILDER AND TASTE BETTER TOO.
THERE'S NO
FOOL IN'
A BOUT:THAT
LI NE.."ITS THE
TOBACCO
THAT COUNTS!'
Camels are made from
finer, MORE EXPENSIVE
tobaccos than any
other popular brand.
Try Camels and give
your taste a chance to
appreciate those cost-
lier tobaccos.
1-IA! 4A! HA!
WANT TO
KNOW HOW
HE DID IT.
01•1111111L & a. allpeolii Talmo employ
to TRICKS' IN CAM E LS 
jury COSTLIER 
TOBACCOS
StateT
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